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ABSTRACT

Progress is reviewed for a development prosrmn intended
to provide structural loading criteria for ships in extreme
seaways. The,resultsofaheavyweatherdamagesurveyand
their effect on program objectives are summarized. Extreme
waves from Hurricane Camitk, which have hesn identified hy
haff-cycle counting techniques, are compared with damaging
waves observed in storms encountered by U.S. Navy ships.
Synoptic conditions associated with one particulm type of ex-
treme wave are atso discussed. Current capabilities for
generating specific time-domain waves in test tanks are
reviewed because of their importance to the development
prosram. An exsmple characterization of bottom-impact
Ioadin’gs and structural response is provided to show the
potential inadequacy of “equiwdent static loadings” and
“peak pressures” as a basis for the design of a htdf structure,
and to show the importance of a prim characterization of im.
pact loadings as a prerequisite to development of load and
response prediction methods,

INTRODUCTION

An initiat study of extreme hull-sirder loadings (1) outhned
a loads criteria development program which was composed of
the following major tasks:

L Acquire and Analyze Service Experimce

The results of this task are intended to dkect research ef.
forts into was of proven need and to furnish damage infor-
mation which could be potentially helpful in other task areas.

IL Identify and Describe Extreme Wave Environments

The principaI objective of this task is the identificutio” and
description of wave conditions under which major ca.malties
are most frequently observed.

111. Create Extreme Wave Conditions Under Test-Tank
Conditions

Extreme wave conditions are not onfy infrequently em
countered, but atso are potentially hazardom and, therefore,
are an unliket y source of fufl-scale wave load measurements,
Simulation of extreme wave conditions i“ test tanks is, thin,
of considerable practicaf importance. Thk task is intended to
investigate the means by which the extreme wave en.
vironmerds identified in Task 11 ccmld be re-created under
test-tank conditions.

IV, Propose New Hufl Loadii Conditions

Upon successful completion of Tasks11and111,itisan.
ticipated that modet tests wilf become a primary source of in.
formation regarding potentkfly critical Ioadlng conditions.
As stated in the initial study (1}

“Based upon these tests it is intended that the operating
and wave conditions fikely to produce criticaf longitudinal
shear and bending loads he identified well enough to
postu fate ffmit load criteria for a) impulsive bottom
loading conditions, and b) impukiv~eather deck Ioadi”g
conditions. ”

V. Develop Load Prediction Methods

The major thrust of thk task is the development of load
prediction methods appffcable to the crhicat circumstances of
loading identified in Task IV.

VI, Develop Stmctural Criteria and Related Strength Predic-
tion Methods

The major objective of this Task fpreviously identified W.
Develop Structural Response and Strength Prediction
Methods) is to estabfish criteria for acceptable, or unac-
ceptable structural behavior under extreme loadings aod to
identify required methods of strength anslysis. These
methods are expected to invoke acceptable elastic and/or
plastic deformations and ultimate strength prediction
methods,

VII, Perform Design Application Studies of Proposed
Criteria

Thistaskk intendedtoillustratetheapplicationin desisn
of proposed criteria and to assure that it is understandable
and viable in the view of persons now engaged in the design
of ship strucmre. Because the criteria which are evolved here
may represent substantial departures from conventional prac-
tice, this task is of particular importance.

VIII.RecommendSpecificationLoadCriteria

This task is the culmination of the work performed under
TaskVIIfroma shipprocurementpointofview.

IX.InvestigateShipStructuralMonitoring Provisions

It is implicit that the load criteria developments of this pro-
sram be of a rationat nature] and, therefore, amenable m
suhseq”ent improvement, correction, or extensicm based on
service-load monitoring information, This task is intended to
initiate a feedback of certain service-load data.

Upon completion of the initial study, work on the first six
tasks was undertaken with primary emphasis cm Tasks I a“d
11. The foffowins is a summary of progress to date in each of
the first six task areas together with a brief overview of
program trends. No work has been performed to date on
Tasks VII, VIII, and IX.

TASK 1: ACQUIRE AND ANALYZE SERVICE EX-
PERIENCE

Two investigations have been completed under Task I. Tbe
first one reviewed catastrophic hull sirder failures of
American flag ships operating in American watersj and

lRational i“ the seine that they axe sufficiemly realistic
with resard m seaway Ioadi”g conditions that in-service
measurements which exceed those associated with proposed
criteria necessarilyy suggest that the criteria be revised; m-
tionat also i“ the seine that the resultimg desis” loads are
compared directly to the availabk streogth of the structme.

2Coast Guard and, more recently, Naticmd Transportation
Safety Board reports are available for such cases,
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foundthatatlofthecarnalitiesoccurredinseawayswhich
werenotfullydevelopedforthewindsathandhutwhich
were steep and/or confused. In generat, hull damming or
pounding was reported hy the survivors prior to the casuatty.
From this investigation, it was concluded that slam type
loadings must he considered in rationally formulated huU-
girder load criteria.
The second investigation has involved a broad survey of

U.S. Navy ship heavyweather damage. In this case, no hull-
girder casualties were experienced. The major conclusions
drawn from this study are as fottows:

(a) Wave impingement on superstructures, appendages,
deck mounted equipment, and structures topside is, col-
lectively, the most common source of heavy-weather damage
(35 percent of all cases) as well as an expensive type of
damage to repair.
(h)Failureofantennaeandotherequipmentaloftisthe

mostcommon singletypeofheavy-weatherdamage.
(c)S$r”cturalload criteriaand load predicdo”

developmentsmustaddress wave impact Ioadi”g, especially
those associated with certain classes of ships which tend to
have structure or equipment in Iocatiom susceptible to wave
impact damage,

Thus, while critical hull-girder loadings continue to he of
fundamental concern, wave impact loadings are more fre-
quently encountered during heavy-weather operation. As
concluded from the inkkd investigationof butt-girder
failures,impulsiveloadingsareofmajorconcernhereaswell.
A thirdinvestigationiscurrentlyunderwaywhichdeals

withcertainNavyshipheavyweatherdamageincidentsfor
whichrelativelydetailedinformationisavailable.Onlytwo
caseshave been reviewed up tothis time, but, as will be noted
in the dkcussion of Task 11progress, they have been found to
contain important information relative to the identification
and classification of extreme waves. Because the incidents in
question are pan of the genera3 data base covered by the
second investigation, no changes in the general heavy-
weather damage trends is anticipated from this third in-
vestigaticm. Important development initiatives have, mver-
theless, been established as a result of these ad hoc studies as
will be discussed relative to Task IV progress.

TASK II: IDENTIFY AND DESCRIBE EXTREME
WAVE ENVIRONMENTS ,,

What is an extreme wave’3 The answer to this r&estion is
clearly influenced by tbe characteristics of the particidar vessel
or marine structure under consideration. A wave ?!5 m high
and 3CH2m long is of concern to an aircraft carriez but is of
limited concern m a smatl vessel, On the other hand, a steep
breaking wave 8 m high and lMl m long is of considerable
concern to the small vessel, but of much less concern to the
aircraft carrier. In view of the damage survey results, it is
clear that steep, breaking waves are one tme of wave for
which time-domain characteristics are of considerable impor-
tance. Beyond this, the well publicized ship damage ex-
perienced offthesouthestcoastofAfrica(2)ittustratesthat
wavesofunusualproportionsinm existingseavayme also
important.These waves have been termed “episodic” i“ this
investigation because they stand apart from all other waves in
a particular time intervat, They can be defined by the half-
cycle count procedure discussed here. As illustrated by Hur-
ricane Camille wave data, episodic waves are by no means
confined to the southeast coast of Africa.Becausetheycan
beencounteredatshipspeeds higher than would be the case if
their presence were known, they arc potentially dangerous
and, thus, represent a second class of waves for which ex-
treme values are also sou8ht. A third class of waves, namely a
group or succession of waves, is atso of potential importance
(3) because of its cumulative effect cm ship motion and load
response, This class witt be referred to here as a critical wave
train (C WT). In this instance, more than for any other wave
tYPf. the motion-response period and damping of an in.
diwduat ship or structure are major factors in determining its
effect on structural loadings. The phrase “extreme wave” has
a less than clear meaning in this case, and no general criteria

havebeen established for identifying such wave groups at this
time.

The approach taken in Task 11to identify extreme wave en-
vironments has been mostty evolutionary. What has been
learned to date, and the manner in which it has been learned,
was unforeseen at the inception of this task. A key develop-
ment has been the application of the half-cycle method of
random data anatysis to time series wave data as described in
reference (4). This particukw method evolved from a Pro-
cedure established to facilitate the computerized accumula-
tion of broad-band fatigue load data.

Figure 1 illmtrates the basic procedure for haff-cycle
counting of time-series data and for entering individual
counts into the data matrix, or HACYM. The signat is first
banded into uniform Data Intervals 1 on either side of the
Reference Data level, Each data interwat is given a Data Inter.
vat Designator ( + J through -J) for identification purposes.
Whenever a data peak (maxinmm or minimum) occurs, it is
identified with a particular data intervat designator. 1“ Figure
1, the hatf-cycle @ has a frost peak of -B and a second
peak of + E, and as a result, it is entered into the HACYM
Data Bin corresponding to a first peak - B and a second peak
+ E. In Figure 1 the half-cycle identifiers
@ through @ have been entered for pmpmes of it-

Iustrating the procedure. Normatty the Data Bim would con-
tain a number which corresponds to the number of times the
data sample in question had haff-cycle excursions correspon-
ding to that particular Data Bim This procedure is repeated
for other hatf.cycle excursions, such m @ through
@ , umil all the data have been processed.

-,

Figure 1 Half-Cycle Counting of Random Data

As shown i“ Figure 2 the location of an individual hat f-
cycle co””t with respect to the diagomd axes of the matrix is a
direct measure of the amplitude and mean vatue of the data
excursion in question,

One of the important characteristics of the HACYM, as
appfied to wave data, is that the sums of half-cycle counts in
the Rows and Amplitude (right hand) Dia80mal$ provide cer-
tain familiar wave height statistics. 1“ the case of the mw
sums to the right of the Null (darkened) Diagona3, the
histogram of wave hei8ht maxima for “p-goin8 excursions is
formed while the row mms to the left of the Nutf Diagonal
provide the corresponding histogram of peaks for the down.
going excursions. The histograms of hat f-cycle counts formed
from the Amplitude Diagmmfs provide the more frequently
reported maxima of wave hei8hts as measured from trough to
crest and vice versa in which mean water level is disregarded.
Thus, the HACYM has the property of providing the
histograms of wave height maxima most frequently reported

k2apitalized terms me defined in reference (4),
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=-e 2- CharacterizationofHalf-CycleDataExcursions
WithintheHatf.@clefvfa~ri~

n tiewadsticatanatysisoftime-serieswaYedata.A more ex-
XxMive discussion of the half-cycle counting method and
*ted data anatysis options is presented in reference (4).
An arty applicationof thehalf-cyclecountmethod to

straingagedata from the hydrofoil ship PCH-1 MOD 1
rcveated s.sverat interestingstatisticalpropertiesoftimeseries
datawhenpresentedinHACYM forma<we Figure 3. The
maj why of half-cycle counts presented a coherent pattern
*ith respect to the diagonds of the HACYM (see Figure 2)
and, as a result, when the severe, nonli”ea.r Ioadi”g events
z!mciated with broaching and cresting in State 5 S=s
occurred (see cross hatched bins), theystoodapartfromthe
maiorkvofdam excursions.I

&ca&e ofthisproperty it was recently decided to process
wane data measured duringH“rriC~”~camillei“HAcy~
formatinordertoidentifyanyunusualwaveswhichoccurred
at an oil production platform in 103,6m (34oft)of water.
The initial results, as reported in reference (4), illustrate the
~urrence of an episodic wave during the 1130-12Lx2hr time
mtewal as well as a second one of somewhat differmt pro.
portions in tbe fotlowing half-how intervat; see Figure 4. The
episodic wave measured at 1155 hr was the largest wave
measured during the storm and occurred at a time when the
average wind velocity was ap~roxima.tely34 knots. The time
s-enes for this wave is show” in Figure %, As the storm pm.
gressed bothwind velocity and gustiness increased, At tbe
same time the HACYM anatysis showed that the targest
wavesin the seaway became elevatid, &&t is, the ~xcur~ion~
m wave height from trough to crest and vice versa were
centered well above mean water level which is show” in the
HACYM by tbc off-diagonat displacement of the data exc.r.
sions inFigure6.The time series for the largest wave in the
mterval 1503-1530 hr is shown in Figure 5b from which it ca”
be seen that the wave is not only elevated, bw also is very
steep on its forward face. Theextentwhichonecangeneralize
from these findings is not known because it is an anafysis of
only one storm, Nevertheless, .it can be said that during this
particular storm, episodic waves occurred during an interval
of less than 1 hr and perhaps of equat importance, that in-
crcasi”gty $tm”g and gusty winds produced a seaway i“
which the largest waves were elevated and steep on their
forward face,

In general, during the more intense portion of the storm,
the half-cycle anafysis revested that the distinctive charactm

lSubseqmnt development of the haff-cyck counting
method has shown that when time-series random data have
been normalized as a percentage of the root-rnean.~uwe
value for each data anatysis interval, extreme values of the
process can be characterized as to: (a) self-limiting tendencies
(i.e., as to whether or not a maximum ratio of x(t) to a(t) ap.
Pearstoexist, (b) certain aspects of non-linear behavior, and
[c) whether or not episodic (i.e., out-lying) events have cxcur-
red, Such characterizations have bee” made to date for
selected wave height,wind v.dmity, a“d str”ct”rai ~trai”
data.

Figure 3a .
State 2 Seas

Figure 3b .
State 3 Seas

State4 Seas

Figure 3d
State 5 Seas

Figure 3- Half-cycle AnaJysis of PCH- 1 MOD 1 Forward
StrutLateralBedkg Straim L-
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of the waves as analyzed by half-hour intends was primarily
associated with the largest waves in the seaway—an observa-
tion which, from a structural loading point of view, may be
of considerable importance. Because frequency domain (i. e.,
spectral) analyses of wave data fait to detect such events due
10 the energy averagingnatureoftheanalysis,andbecause
waveelevationalsois not appwent, it is betieved that much
can be learned about the largest and typicatly most dangerom
waves ina stormdrivenseawayusingbat f-cycle anrdysis
techniques.

Two Navy investigations into storm encounters have pro.
tided testimony which is particularly interesting in view of
rhe time series character oftheextremeU-WCSofFicure5,[n
the one case the capt tin of an aircraft carrier testified:

‘‘. ., It was later that afternoon, I don’t remember the
exact time, that I watched my anemometer up there very
closely. 1 recorded 74 knots on the bridge in mid-a ftemoon
for maybe a 15-second period, and 1 also recorded 64 knots
for over two minutes, At around four something that after.
noon, 1 think the damage that the ship suffered occurred
because of three, possibly four, waves [Note: actually over
a period of about one day]. 1 looked out ahead, I’d
estimate a mile to a mile and a half, and Isawwhatap.
peared to me to be a significant wave coming, and I men.
tioned to somebody that this was just like the ‘Poseidon
Adventure,’ and the thing rofled in and 1 watched it al the
way in, and it was right at tlight deck level where the rest of
them had been 25 to 30, maybe a littIe over 30 feet, this
baby was up around 55 to 60 feet with a fairly good sized
wave in frant of it unfortwmtely. .But when thk wave
hit us, the first one hit us, lifted the nose up, she started to
plow in and it was coming down as this one hit us. And it
just jarred the whole ship. S‘

The wave observed by the captain had a ratio of wave
height (H) to significant wave height (Hs) of approximately 2
to 1 (Fll ft/30 ft). That show” in Figure 5a is dightly more m.
treme with a ratio of approximately 2.3 to 1. An important
point here is that the Camille wave also had “a fairly good
sized wave in front of it. ” This ccmld be coincidemal except
that the mdy other time-series data for an episodic wave
located to date, which is shown in Figure 7, also has a marked
time-domain similarity to the wave from Hurricane CamiUe
with a ,Iwge wave again in front of the episodic wave. The
latter wave, which is reported in reference (5), was measured
during a storm off the Irish coast and is of lesser period and
height d“e to tbe less violent nature of the storm, The Origin
and frequency of such wavm is not known, but it appeam
from the timited data in hand that they represent an impor.
tint class of time-domain waves for consideration i“
structural loading criteria,
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Figure 7. Comparative Time Series for Two Episodic Waves

A second investigation of storm damage provided the
following testimony from tbe staff watch officex

“lust before stepping on the bridge (near midnight) 1
noted that the wind was sustained between 50-55 knots,
with gusts as high as 69 knots. The seas were coming off
the portbow, When I looked out of the window I noticed a
large wave. Because of the height of the wave 1 felt the ship
must be on a downward slope and would surely rise on the
next wave. Suddenly 1 realized that tbe ship was riding tbe
crest of the wave and that I was stiU looking up at the
onmshing wafl of water. 1 turned my head toward
Lt. who was standing by the radar, to in-
form him of th~ hti wave. AS I turned my head the
window 1 was standing by exploded as did several other s,”
See Figure 8.

Figure 8- Bridge Damage Following Encounter with
Large Elevated Wave

If one examines the time series data for the farge elevated
wave shown in Figure 5b, it can be wen that there was only a
smalt wave in front of it and that it would also tend to loom
up as an “onrushing waft of water.’, Inthisinstance, the
coincidence extends beyond a similarity in time domain
characterization. As noted above, the farger waves in Candfk
became steep amd elevated as the wind strength and gustiness
became more extreme. Tbe wind conditions involved in this
ship damage incident were atso found to be very strong and
gusty.

An important insight into the apparent correlation of wave
steepness with wind strength and gustiness is provided by the
work of Glenn D. Hmnitton, of NOAA’s Natioml Data
BUOYOffice. As reported in referenc& (6) four of NOAA’s
large ocean data h“oys (approximately 10 m in diameter) had
capsized and an investigation was conducted to determine if a
pattern existed in terms of the loal synoptic conditiom
prevailing at tbe time. He concluded as follows:

‘CThe weather conditions associated with the four buoy
capsizings were found to be remarkably simifar. In general,
strong winds south of dmp Iow-pressure systems, occurred
for a long enough time interval that peak wave energy was
found in relatively long periods. Cold troughs with intense
convective cells and thunderstorms, evident in surface
anatyses and satellite images, pa.swd the buoys near the
times of the capsizings.

It is postulated that extremely strong gusty winds from
the squatls, superimposed on an already strong ambient
wind tield, created high short-period waves. With large
amounts of energy in long-period waves present, the addi-
tional impetus of high-frequency energy resutted in in.
creased height by s“p-exposition and breaking of the crests
of the longer waves which precipitated the buoy capsiings.
Buoy bebavior in other severe weather situations was .sr.-
amined, and it appeared that the combination of condi.
tions present in the capsizing cam was not encountered. ”

While the synoptic conditions are merely similar to those of

!+- --
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CamiUe in the vicinity of the storm center, they are almost
identical to those prevailing at the time of the Navy ship
damage incident referred to previously. The incidentoc-
curredimmediatelysouthof a low-pressurecenterand jmt
prior to frontat passage in the presencx of severe convective
(thmnderstonn) activity.

Hamilton’s research also demonstrates the potential vatue
of correkiting extreme response and damage incidents with
local synoptic conditions prevalent at the time. Because
NOAA’S National Ctimatic Cmter furnishes, at mmninal
cost, northern hemisphere surface weather charts for 6-hr in-
tervats for a nwnber of past years, this type of correlation is
now an important aspect of Task 1 activities.

These findings afso identify another important research
initiative, namely, tbe acquisition and analysis in HACYM
format of time series wave height data for synoptic condi-
tions mch as those identified by Hamitton. This data search
has ody recently begun. The NOAA data h“oy capsizhgs
themselves ilktrate the somewhat ironic nature of the

4 problem anticipated in this search. Dw in part to a current
pre-occupation with wave height spectra as a seaway
characterization, the data buoys which capsized furnished
only spectrat information regarding the seaways,

Based on results to date inthisprognm, it has hem cm.
eluded that an intensive effortshmdd he made to identify
critical waves in time-series data obtained from synoptic con.
ditions which service experience bas shown to be potentially
dangerous, I“ particular, at least two types of timedomtin
waves have atready been identified as beinz of critical
interest, namely the ;pisodic wave of Figure 5a and the steep,
elevated wave of Figure 5b,

TASK 111: CREATE EXTREME WAVES UNDER TEST
TANK-CONDITIONS

Work in this task area has been confined to determining
wavemakimg capabilities for specified time-domain waves,
i.e., waves specified i“ terms of wave height vs. time. The
present emphasis on generating specific time-dcmw.h waves
repreqems a deparmre from the mrrent practice of evaluating
ship model responses statistic.dly based on data obtained
from a seaway modeled in the frequency domain. The
ratimmk for this deparmre is as follows:

(a) Extreme loadings can be the result of mmlinear en-
vimmnental behavior, m the result of a mwdinear response to
the environment, or both, It is frequently assumed that linear
superposition of frequencydomain ship motion or load
responses appliestoextremeloadingcaseswhichhavebeen
forecastby statisticalmethods,Unfortunately,thkpoten-
tiattymconswvatlvcassumptionisdifficulttoverify in pr%-
tice, and it has been comidered prudent to avoid it altogether
if possible in this program.

(b) The study of model-scale ship or other marine str”c-
ture responses to extreme waves shodd be conducted in the
time domain so that stmctura.1 loadings and responses can be
evalwated as to the par fic”h seaway characteristics which
result in critical loadings as well as in regard to the particular
structumt components which are in jeopardy (i.e, hull girder,
bridge structure, cwgo hatches, equipment instatkd on deck,
etc.). It is a.ss”med in this rationale that nonlinear loading ef-
fects can be most easily identified and studied as a remit of
time-domain testing.

(c) Hatf-cycle analysis of r.mdom data provides a method
by which extreme events can be identified when, as in the MSe
of wave data, the majority of events follow well-defined
statistical trends. This, of course, requires that time-series
data be available for envimnmentat conditions which me
capable of prodwing extreme waves, It also requires, having
identified criticat events, that the environmental or operating
conditions causing them be identifiable. These assumptions
are obviously bound to the successful completion of Task II.

This ration.de leads to the cmrent objective of Task 111
which is the recreation, at model-scale, of potemially critical
time-domain waves sow to permit a ratiomd investigation of
the structumt loadings which they are capable of prodwing.

In the case of ships, the results of the Task I casualty studies
are intended to identify those ship types and individual struc-
tmal compomnts of primary interest from a camatty point of
view so that they can be investigated in addition to those,
such as the hutf girder, which are atready of obvious interest.

The investigations conducted to date under this task have
been solely to determine if a capability exists for creating
specified domain waves at a designated time and location in a
test tank. The hydraulic laboratory of the NationaJ Research
Council of Canada, reference (7), has demonstrated that
creating an extreme wave at a specified time and location in a
test tank is feasible “sing a ccnnputer-co”tmdted w.avenw.ker.
The state-of-the-art for generating a wave of specifSed time-
domain character at the designated location is not as ad-
vamed, however. Progress in this area is emmumging never-
tbelew, and the laboratory has m-created sevemt of the
extreme waves from the Hwricane Camille time-series data.

The question of what t~s of time-series waves we wish to
generate is betieved to be answered, in part, by current Task
II results. The episodic wave of Figure 5a and the steep
elevated wave of Fwure 5b are certain candidates. Beyond
this, little can be mid at this time except to note that a key
development is the acquisition and processing in HACYM
format of time-series wave data from criticat synoptic situa-
tiom, It is well to reiterate that the initiat thmm here is i“ the
direction of identifying, with some precisir.m, the effects
which such waves have on ships and other marine stmctures.
This knowledge is itself a vital demem in the process of speci-
fying what might be termed “design waves>> for individual
ships and marine stmctures.

TASK IV: PROPOSE NEW HULL LOADING COND1-
TIONS

This task, as originaUy conceived in reference (l), placed
primary emphasis on model testing to revest the interrekdion-
ship of ship and seaway characteristics which could result in
criticid hull-girder loadings. This approach is still considered
to be the most appropriate for improving ow mderstandi”g
of saway-induced loadings. However, since reference (1) was
written, the program scope has broadened to include wave
impact Ioadi”gs became of the findings of Task I.

With respect to hull-girder loadings, reference 1 noted a
predominance of steep, wind-driven seaways in the hd-
girder casualty information available for American flag ships
operating in American waters. Application of hat f-cycle
counting methods to Hurricane Camitle wave data has subse-
quently revested a tendency for large, steep and elevated
waves to occur as local storm winds become strong and gusty.
Further insight into the criticd.nature of this type of seaway
is provided by data gathered from the SL-7 contai”ership
S.S, SEA-LAND McLEAN during a severe Atlantic storm.
These meamrements were obtained as part of a major data
gathering program for this class of ship under the sponsor.
ship of tbe Ship Stmcture Committee, see references (8), (9),
and (10). The hull-girder midship bending straim presmted i“
Figure 9 represent the hlghe$t vatws ever recorded by
Teledyne Engineering Services, Im. in tbe c.wrse of a variety
of htdt-girder strain measuring programs condwted by them
under Ship Structure Committee and American Burwm of
ShiLminR sconsorshim Became the stresses of Fieure 9 mmld
ha&” ap~r~ached materiaf yield strength Iocally”(depmdi”g
upon the magnitude of the stitt-water-bending stresses), they
are regarded here as potential dangerous and, thin, of con-
siderable interest with respect to the seaway mnditiom which
camcd them, An analysis of the associated data is, therefore
now in progress.

The results of the survey of U.S. Navy ship heavy-weather
damage, discmsed under Task 1, have emphasized the prac.
tical importance of dealing effectively with wave-impact
loadings. Here also steep wind-driven seaways are of mn-
siderable importance. The effect of this type of seaway on
ship structure loadings is potemiatty diverse, i.e., both hull-
girder and local stmctural loadings are apt to be of impor-
tance. In the latter case, loadings on local structures swh as
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~, superstructure, windows, and deck mounted equip.
ncn! or weapons are all of potential concern. Because this
XI@, to repfesent a somewhat overwhelming array of poten.
‘d loading problems, the results of on-going damage surveys
and individual indepth heavy-weather damage studies are
being used to focus attemio” on ship types a“d stmcmral
mrqwnents of known concern so that model testing objec-
,jves can be established in a Iogicat mmmer,

his well to note here that the Task IV goat of identifying
.ritical loading conditions could conceivably be accomplished
s+lhotit recourse to model testing. 1“ the case of the SL.7, for
example, at least one seaway loading condition of critical in-
tmest is considered self-evident from the full.state
measurements discussed previously. For most ship designs,
however, these unique full-state data do not exist and other
m~s, are ,required. At this poim one might consider em.
phawng ather computer simulations or model tests to iden-
tify criticat loading conditions. The latter coww of develop.
nwnt has been chosen here because of the nonthear loading
and response behavior anticipated as weft as because locat
Icadings on superstructure, cargo hatches, etc., are required
(as well as hull girder shear and bending loads) in view of the
findings of the damage survey. Only a scale model can readity
furnish information relative to all of these concerns. At the
same time, it is recognized that no satisfactory basis exists for
sating wave impact loadings from a model to a full-scale
ship. As a minimum, however, model tests in critical time
domain waves can identify loading problems associated with
a particular ship configuration as well as suggest changes
which wcwld help to circumvent individual problems, The
choice between scale modeling and computer modeling is,
thus, believed to favor the former at this time, In the Io”g
run, however, computer modeling is expected to be more
economlcat and less time consuming than scale modeling so
that its development and validation Iemains an important
initiative not withstanding the emphasis currently placed o“
model testing.

TASK V: DEVELOP LOAD PREDICTION METHODS

Tbe recognition of wave impact loadings as a significant
damage source clewly calls for emphasis on the development
of load prediction methods appropriate to this type of
loading. Window faitures in particdar have suggested the im-
portance of repktcing “equivalent static load, Scriteria with
more reatistic dynamic load criteria so that the response of
structures containing glass, when subject to the loadings
associated with extreme waves, can be propedy evatuated.
The extreme hull gbder bending strains measured cm the
high+@ed containership S.S. SEA-LAND McLEAN (10)
revest whipping stresses m the same order as tbe coincident
wave-induced bending stresses. In view of thk, the develop-
ment of bow-flare load prediction methods is dearly essential
for overatl htdl girder shear and bending moment determina-
tions, Based on at-sea measwement$ of hull-girder bending
strains cm the dry cargo ship S.S, WOLVERINE STATE
(11), a similar statement can be made relative to bottom Aam-
ming loads in dealing with extreme stresses for thk clan of

ship. In order to exploit anticipated progress in defining
critical time-domain waves, it is also clear that deterministic
impact load prediction methods will be required,
The limitedresearchperformedtodateh thisTaskba.s

been directed toward load characterization as indkated in
Figure 10 became load prediction methods mmt necessarily
account for the dmninant pbysicat characteristics of the
process, Because of the availability of a relatively complete
set of test data for certain flatbottomed and 10-deg deadrise
models which are represmtative of full-state constmcticm
(12), (t3), (14), characterization of bottom slamming loads
was undertaken first. Eqwtly impmkmt initiatives for bmv-
ffare slamming and wave-impact load chamcterizatiom fim
cl”ding sloshing loads) also exist,

!IIr4-I
CHARACTERIZATIONOF
W&TE,Wa,arrs.ND _--_-y

ASSOCIATED
smumum~ RESPONSE

I
D,VELO,MEN,AND
VERIFICATION0,
DES1ONMETHoDS I

L I

&&
Figure 10- Sub-TasksforDevelopmentofLoad and

Response Prediction Methods for Water Impacts

The model tests “pen which bottom-slarnmi”g
characterization has been undataken were somewhat unique
in that the models which were tested were l/4-sate represem
tations of the bottom structure of a U.S. Coast t3ward ship,
see Figures 11 and 12, The instrumematicm mite, while quite
limited in certain important respects, nevertheless provided
relatively extensive hull.bottom pressure measurements, as
well as a limited number of component strain, deflection, and
velocity meas”remems, 1“ the case of the 10.deg deadrise
models, extensive permanent set measmernems were made
and the models were genemtly tested until severe huU-bottom
distortions were experienced. On a less positive note, the
high-frequency press”rc gages on the models were not thh
mounted, but instead we~e attached to the mtside of the bot-
tom swface where they appear to have been mbject to
pressures associated with transverse flow across the bottom
of the models. These pressures appear to have been generally
low, however, and primarily associated with the 10-deg
deadrise model. Because the tests were performed mar cm ex.
posed bay, the water surface was subject to small waves as
shown in Figure 13, This mnditim is regarded here as advan-
tageous from an impact characterization point of view
because full-scale impacts normally occw on water surfaces
which are highly irregutar, While the test conditions were “ot
tmly representative of rough-water operatioq they at least
permit a partiat assessment of the influence of a realistic sea
surface.

The characterization of bottom impact loadings has been
undertaken on the basis ofi (a) rigid-bottom impacts cm
smooth water, fb) flexible-bottom impacts cm substantially
smooth water, and (c) flexible-bottom impacts o“ a distwbed
water surface. Became the test data being exmdned are
necessarily limited, the characteriz.wicm illustrates certah
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dominant characteristics of bottom slamming and do mm
represent a full characterization of the impact process,

RIOID-BOTTOM IMPACTS

The model tests reported by Chuang (15), have been reex-
amined using the “velocity mapping” approach described
next in order to characterize the temporal and spatial aspects

of calm-water impacts for the 3, 6, 10, and 15 deg deadrise
models employed in these tests. The basic model geometry is
shown in Figure 14 together with representative pressure
pulses measured during the drop tests. The instant of max-
imum pressure at each of the pressure gages has been iden-
tified and the relationship between gage location and time for

Figure 13- Facility for I/&5calt Model Drop Tests
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a d pulse to reach it are plotted in Figure 15. The local
e * each curve defines the velocity with which the
_ m passed over the respective gage. Thisthenper-
= midud pressureversustimetracestobeinterpretedas
_ versusdistance.Fordiscussionpurposes,thewidth
.~ure pulsehasbeen arbitrarily defhed as shown i“

w 16. The width of the various pulses in time and in
%- !lave been tabdated in Figure 16 from which it can be
== tit, for deadrise angles of 6, 10, and 15 deg, the
>zsc pulse was approximately 1.1 cm (0,4 in,) i“ width
.:< .nveled at a speed approximately 1,5 times the model
a.xm y at impact divided by the sine of the deadrise angle,

.. I deadrise angle of 3 deg the pulse widened to approx.
.&:ly 2 cm (0.8 in.). The peak pressure loading is clearly of
.CZ speed and limited size that it cannot logically be treated

L: zs w ic loading. Moreover, the statement of peak pressure
. :.:ou1 f.ther specification of its size, shape, and speed of
:- :pagation is inadeqwde for purposes of evaluating

:-mural response.
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PULSEWIDTH
VP Vr

‘OcATION ICmimd (Cnllm,)
v#T

(m,)(cm)(in.)

3.DEGREES DEADRISE

P2 534 3.30 1,77 0.392.230,9a

P, 4.83 3.30 1.43 0,291.880.?4

6.DEGREES DEADRISE

P2 2,39 1,65 1.45 0.471.120,44

P. 2,3s ?.65 1,45 0.390.340.37

70.DEGR6EsDEADR18E

P2 1~ 099 1.620,693.090.43

P3 1.60 0,99 7.620.691.090,43

75DEGREES OEADRISE

?2 os~ 0.66 1,46 1.301.240.49

p3 ~91 0.66 1,4––

Vp = VELOCITYOF PEAK PRESSUREPULSE.
VT = IMPACT VELOCITYOF M0DEU51NE OF

OEADRISEANGLE.

wi-L2E2!ATIMF
DEFINITIoNOF PULSEWIDTH

Figure16- Widths of pressurepulsesfrom Rigid Model
Drop Tests

For very low deadrise angles, the entrapment of air and
local depression of the water surface enter as major
characterizations, see Chuang (16). The pressure loading
under these circumstances broadens rapidly in time and space
which pmsemis a wbstmtially differed loading model thm
that observed at higher dmdrise angles. For low deadrix
impacts on caln water, it should he noted that velocity
mapping is “o longer possible, or, in fact, necessary.

The question of seating the. width of a pressure pulse
Sssciated with the higher deadrise angle impacts is a matter
of some interest. Became of the progressive nature of the im-
pact, the width of the presmre pulse would appear to be
independent of model size, The pulse, in a sense, simply mm
o“t of bottom mrface SOO”Won a model than on the full.
scale structure, As noted below, the effects of structural
deformation and the irregular contom of an actual seaway
also play major roles in determining transient presmre
patterns and further discussion will be deferred.

FLEXIBLE-BOTTOM IMPACTS

The subjects of tlexihle. bottom and irregular water surface
effects will be discwwd separately using the test data of
references (12), (13), snd (14),1 It is unavoidable, however,

lThe data from these reports which are shown in Figure3
17, 18, 19,22, 23, a“d 24 exceeds the minimum needed to il-
lustrate the major points of this discussion. A Iiberat ap-
proach hss been taken because these reports have not been
available for general distribution for an extended period of
time, The number of drop tests and material conditions
associated with the tests, on the othm hand, fsr exceeds those
discuwed here.
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thatbotheffectsexistconcurrentlyinallofthemodel drop
tests. Because water surface irregularities least effect the
10-deg deadrise model, the associated test results are nmrc
suitable for characterizing the effects of elasticity akme, O“
tbe other hand, the zero-degree dmdrise model test results are
most effected by surface irregularities so that they have been
considered to be more suitable for cbamcterizing the effects
of water surface roughness,

The results of drop tests of the 10.deg deadrise model from
heights of 6 (1.83 m), 8 (2,44 m), and 25 ft (7.62 m) which are
presented here in F@wes 17, 18, and 19 are taken directly
from Figures 8,9, and 10 of reference (13), First, considering
the bottom pressures of Figure 17 from the 6-ft drop test, it is
evident that the various pressure versm time pulses are highly
irregular comparwf to those measured cm the rigid-bottom
model of referenm 15. Moreover, the characteristic pressure
pulse for impact at high dead-rise angles first appears at PE.7
which is 16 in. from tbe keel of the model. In the case of tbe
8-ft drop test (Figure 18), the same is true except that PF.-6
has a more clearly de ffned pulse than in the 6-ft drop. The
pre~sure traces from the 25-ft drop of F@me 19, i“ which
major Structus+ distortions occurred, show wen lW ten.

dency to resutt m tbe characteristicatty smooth presmre ver.
sus time pulses representative of rigid bottom impacts on
calm water. The following table presents a comparison of the
peak pressures measured in these three drops with those
predicted by Figure 12 of reference M for a rigid-bottom
model having the same 10.deg deadrise

R@d
Bottom

Peak Peak
DrOP PressurePrewue Prwure
(ft) Gwe (psi) w

,~re (w&)

—— ——
T= m 1.23

PE-7 270 % 1.25
2: PE.1O 415 676 0.70

For the 6- and 8-ft drops in which very little permanent
deformation of the bottom structure was noted, Iocd.peak
preswrcs were approximately ~Y70higher than those predicted
from the rigid-model tests, while in tbe 25-ft drop, which pro.
duced approximately 3 in, of permanent deformation at tbe
center of the keel, the peak pressure was reduced to 70Q0of tbe
rigid-mcdel peak pressure. As shown in Figure 20, the ap-
parent widths of the pressure pulses were 3.0- and 1.4-ire for
the 6- and 8-ft drop, respectively, which is somewhat larger
than the value of 0.4-in, for the rigid model. Tbe pressure
puke at PE-7 for the 25-ft drop can be seen to be lower in
magnitude (16% of the rigid-model vatue) and of longer
duration than the previcms presmre pulses. The inward per.
MaUent deformation at PE.7 was approximately 3 in. fottow.
ing this drop. It will be noted in Figures 17 and 18 that, for
drops in which the model deflections were essentially elastic,
the pressure pulse at PB-7, which was situated on a
longitudinal stiffener, had a more abmpt initial pdse than
the pressure measmed at PE-6 which was located at the cmter
of an adjacent plating panel. Of particulw interest is a mm-
parison of the time-varying pressure at PE.4 m the mm.
responding strain response of the transverse strain gage ST.4
on tbe plating panel at the same locatiom As shown in Figure
21, there is a correlation between panel deformations and
panel pressures. The apparent modal frequency of 170 Hz
can also be seen to appear in the pressure traces for PE-1,
PE-2, and PF+3 and in the midprmel defection gages MD-1
and MD-3.

It is thus clear, as noted earlier by Chuang (t 7), for
example, that the deflection characteristics of the bottom
structure can have a major in fhence on the pressures a“d
stresses experienced during a bottom-impact loading,

IMPACTS ON DISTURBED WATER

Tbe results of drop tests of the flat-bottom model of Figure
11, which are presented here in FwuIes 22, 23, and 24, haye
been assembled using data from several of the figures

,,.,
Cf,,.cmmi s...,,..,

m.. ,,,,.,.., ,,,)

Figme 17. Test Resultsfor 6-Foot Dmp Test of 10.Degree
Deadrise Model

~ ,0, L! ,,.,1,0

,. h ,,,,,.,
%. ..,6.,,.,,0,,,

Figure 18. Test Results for 8-Foot Drop Test of 10.L3egree
Deadrise Modd

Figwe 19- Test Results for 25.Foot Drop Test of Io.Degree
Deadrisc Modd
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presented in reference (12), The drop test heights in this test
series were 2 (0,61), 4 (1.22), and 6 ft (1.83 m), No testing
beyond 6 ft was performed because the bottom of the model
had been dished-in approximately 0,8 in. so that it was no
longer ccmsidered representative of flat-bottom hull construe.
tion.

The bottom pressure data, presented in Figure 22 for a 2-ft
drop, revest that impact occurred first near PE-17 and last
(among locations where pressure was measured) at PE.1O,
The time lag between pressure peaks at these locations was
nPPrOfimatelY 13 milliseconds which corresponds m a
vertical-motion increment of the model of about 3.5 in. This
permits a rough estimate of the local slope of the water of

about 3.5 in. in a distance of 72 in. between gages, or approx.
imately 2.8 deg, which is a relatively modest slope considering
what might be encountered in an actual seaway.

The pressure data of F~ures 23 and 24 revmf that the
model impacts were essentially tlush during the 4.ft ~d 6.f$
6YOW. lt is, thus, of “htterest to compare the pressure, struc-
tural strain, and defection characteristics from the 2-ft drop
with the other two. During the 2-ft drop, the pressure
measured at PE-4 and the ~orr~$pcmdingfidp~~~l~~~”
measured by ST-4 show a strong modal response which is
more characteristic of the K3-deg deadrise model data than
that ofthe corresponding data of Fii”res .73 ~d 24 for the
flush-impact drops. Of more interest perhaps is the fact that
the extrapolated peak strain at ST-4 is greater for the 2-ft
drop than either the 4- or 6.ft drops. Give” that the peak
presswe at PE4 was approximately m great in the 2-ft drop
as the other two and that a rapid rise to this pressure
occurred, it is not surprising that a large dynamic panel strain
occurred compared to the 4. and 6-ft drops where almost no
dynamic respon% resulted. Comparhg the peak strain at
ST4 dw to a flush impact from a 6-ft drop height as shown
in Ffgure 24, to that of Figure 17 for the 10deg deadrise
model when dropped from the g~e height, reve~~ that the
latter produced a higher peak panel strain, namely 22ci2 ver.
sus 13fUI1W6in. /in. This finding is essentially consistent with
the result of the 2-ft drop of the flat-bottomed model onto
disturbed water producing a higher p~el strain than ~ 6.ft
drop of the same model onto a undisturbed water surface,

Figme 22. Test Results for 2.Foot Drop Test of Hat
Bottomed Model

The vertical-velocity traces of Figures 22, 23, and 24 for
V&f-Z, which was rigidly mounted cm the flat-bottomed
model, indicate that the initiat acceleration of tbe model in
each case was as follows:

MoM [nitial Dccekmtian(VM.2) DropHckht
(w (ft)

FlatBottom 9.3(VM.2) 2
Flathttom 19A(V1.d-2)
FlatBottom 31.1(VM.2) :
IfbDcamDeadti,c 13.2(VM.1) 6

The initial deceleration of the flat-bottom model appears
to be approximately proportional to the drop height ad,
judging by the results of the 2-ft drop, was apparently INN
much affected by the sli8htly disturbti water s~a ~ k-
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Figure 24- Test Results for 6-FOOt Drop Test of Flat.
Bottomed Model

volved.The initiat acceleration for the 6-ft drop of the 10-deg
deadrise model is also give” here to illustrate the alleviation
of initi.d acceleration by hall-bottom deadrise. 1“ this case,
the velocity meter was mcmmed on the flexible bottom of the
model so that the rigid body deceleration is likely to be
significantly less than the vfdue indicated by VM. 1 (e, g., tom.
Imre VM.1 to VM-2 in Fieme 24).. . .

It can be seen from the foregoing discussion that 10 deg of
deadrise produces substantially lower ovemtt bottom
Ioadi”gs but higher locat plating presswes and stresses than a
ftat-bottomed model of the same size when dropped from the
same height, This trend is further confirmed hy other strain
and deflectiondata.The deflection gages MD-1 through
MD-6 of Figure 24 show that permanent deformation of the

transverse members of the flat-bottomed model occurred
during the 6-ft drop. The strain gage ST-4 in this figure in-
dicates, however, that no significant permanent deformation
occurred in the plating panel which was strain gaged. The
corresponding data of Figure 17 for the 6-ft drop of the
lo-deg deadrise model show that the reverse was true of that
model because ST-I shows a significant permanent strain
whereas the deflection gages show no appreciable set in the
transverse members,

Based on the foregoing characterizations it is believed
reasonable to conclude that the peak pressures associated with
rigid-bottom impacts at moderate deadrise angles tend to ar-
PIYover very timited areas (measured in the direction of the
advancing spray root) and, therefore, are apt to have limited
meaning from a structural response point of view without
further characterization. Ftexibitity in huftbottom structure
aPPears generaUy to diminish peak pressures and to cause
them to act over a larger area of the local structure. In addi-
tion, dynamic response of huU-bottom plating can substam
tiatty alter the pressures seen by the plating. Relative to the
influence of .3n actuat seaway surface on impact pressures, it
is seen that a flat-bottomed structure impacting on an ir-
regular water surface can produce plating stresses
characteristic of a hull-bottom with deadrise impacting on a
smooth water surface; see also reference (18). Finally, it is
believed reasonable to conclude that a complete characteriza-
tion of water impacts and structural response is an essentiat
first step in the process of developing load prediction
methods

Returning to Figure 10, the second major subtask in Task
v is the assessment of possible simplifications in the process
of transitioning from impact characterization to the develop-
ment of structural response prediction methods. In view of
the complexity evident in the characterization of flexible-
bottom impact loadings and associated structural response, it
is believed that the development of viable methods for
estimating design loadings is criticaUy dependent upon the
identification of justifiable simplifications or restriction in
methodology, NO work has been undertaken to date on this
subta.sk because characterization of skumning and wave-
impact loadings has itself cmty recently been initiated. Among
the obvious approaches in this area arc

(a) Treating plating, supporting members, and hull-girder
loadings separately as regards design methods.

(b) Defining apptied loadings on an impulsive basis (i.e.,
integral of Fdt) rather than in a force versus time context.

(c) Identifying and addressing “worst cases” primttrity.
(d) Using damage patterns and service experience to direct

methods of development toward most needed areas and to
help preclude unrealistic assumptions or approximations.

Successful completion of the subtask of Figure 10,
designated Development and Verification of Design
Methods, is believed m be heavily dependent upon how well
the previous subtasks have been accomplished. Major efforts
in this area will be deferred until the subtasks have been
substantially completed,

An auxiltary subtask of Figme 10 is Remmme”dations for
Model and FuU-State Instrumentation and Data Anatyses.
Instrumentation and associated data analysis methods
employed in bottom-slamming and wave-impact experiments
must be related m the results of the first two subtasks of
Figure 10. This relationship exists because, on the one hand,
meaningful impact characterizations are critically dependent
upon the availability of test data which permit meaningfd
characterizations, while on the other hand, appropriate in-
stmmentation requires that a comprehensive characterization
of the impact process bas been completed so that appropriate
instrumentation and data analysis procedures will be
employed, The brief characterization of bottom-slamming
presented here suggests that an extensive, high-frequency
response instrumentation suite is apt to be required when
testing nonrigid structural models. Certainly, structural
members typically subject to damage, such as frames and hull
plating, should be well strain gaged in addition to shett
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pkadng, In regard to dam analysis methods, it is recmn-
mcnded that velocity mapping be employed wheneverpossi-
bk to provide adequate spatiat and velocity characterization
of transient pressure peaks,

‘fix subtask of Figure 10 mtided Developmmt and
Vrnticatim of Design Methods is anticipated to have two
paths of development, namely Empiric.d Methods, which at-
wmPt to deal with the complexity revealed by characteriza-
tion studies in an essentially empiricat manner, and Rational
Methods which cleat with the problem ewentiatty from first
principles. The former may be a practicat necessity in view of
IJU inherent complexity of the latter.

TASK Vt : DEVELOP STRUCTURAL CRITERIA AND
RELATED STRENGTH PREDICTION
METHODS

Structural design to withswnd loadings associated with ex.
tmme waves introduces the need for criteria defining ac-
ceptable structural behavior waler extreme design loads. Hull
and superstructure plating when subject to “once in a
tifcdme” loadings should be permitted to experience s“bstan-
riat permanent deformation where watertight integrity has
kn preserved and where the costs of plating repairs are
wdikely to be recurring because of the “once in a fifetime,,
nature of the wave Ioadi”g, Failme of members which codd
result in substantial loss of watertight integrity m which
could resdt in gross structwat failures obviously should not
& Prmitted. Again structural deformations w such are not
prima facie evidence of structural failure under mch co”di.
tions. There is a clear need for strength prediction methods
under ‘<ultimate’s Ioadktg ccmdltions as wetl as for criteria
defining acceptable stmcturd behavior. Fortunately, some
important ground work has been Iayed in these areas bm
more development is believed required. See for example, the
report of Committee 11.2 i“ reference (19). The primary ob-
jective of this task in any event is to establish criteria defining
acceptable or unacceptable structural behavior under extreme
loadings and to dearly ideMify any new structural analysis
method requirements associated with them. The success of
the overall loads development program discmsed here is thm
dependent upon developments in the reatm of strength
prediction methmls which are beyond the scope of the
immediate program.

AN OVERVIEW

The broad approach to load criteria development under.
taken here could become self defeating became the limited
resources in hand for the ovemlt program could easily be in.
adequate for significant progress to be made i“ any one task
area. Up to the present time, however, this has not been the
case for several reasons. First of atl, progress in Tasks 1and 11
(especially the latter) has been encouraging due to tbe use of
half-cycle data anatysis techniques to identify extreme waves
and also because the respective task tindings have com-
plimented one another. Progress in regard to Task [11 which
has now been directed toward time-domain wave g.meratio”
is benefiting from research in tank wave generation in the
civil engineering community. White there has been only
limited program activity to date relative to Tasks IV, V, and
VI, it now appears that the results of earlier model tests and
full-scale measurements will be helpfd in these task areas and
that significant progress is possible initially for relatively
modest investments of time and money.

Ultimately, progress in most of these task areas will require
more wbstantial investments in manpower and funding,
Because of this, it is tbe authors’ hope that the loads criteria
development program reviewed here will not only prove to be
a workable plan of development, b“t also will stimdate i“-
terest and further research activity by other iwestigators. In
particular, two tasks are suggested as candidates for
coordinated research.

(a) The first is time-series wave generation in bothlinear
and wakeeping test tanks. The mechanical and operating
control characteristics of wave making equipment capable of
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producing specified time-domain waves at a specified time
and location in a test tank for model response char?,cteriza-
tion needs to be investigated. This capability, which is vital i“
determining the effect of extreme waves on ships and other
marine stmctures, is atso important in capsizing studies.

(b) The second is the establishment of recommended in-
strumentation and data analysis methods for use i“ model
and, full-state testing involving slam a“d wave impact
Ioadmgs. The temporat and spatial chmp.cteristics of mch
loadings mwt be better defined than has been done typicatly
in the past if response prediction methods are to be properly
developed. The interaction between strucmmd response and
apphed 10ti~ngs must be considered as well as tbt fact that
most water Impact loadings of practical interest ocmr on
rough water surfaces. In view of the relatively high incidence
of ship heavy weather damage d“e to wave impacts, in-
strumentation and data analysis methods are essmtid for
such loadings as we!J as those a.wociated with hdl bottom and
bow flare slamming.
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